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DISTRIBUTION AND USE OF VIDEO 
STATSTCS FOR CLOUD-BASED VIDEO 

ENCODING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 13/623.543, filed Sep. 20, 2012, which 
is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Video processing systems include a number of 
processing modules for processing and encoding video prior 
to the video being Supplied to media devices for consump 
tion. A video processing system's may include a number of 
Video processing devices that provide multiple processing 
steps for video preprocessing, video encoding, video 
transcoding, video compression, etc. 
0003) A number of video processing devices in such 
systems generate statistical data for processing video. For 
example, video processing devices, such as encoders, gen 
erate statistical data for face recognition, logo detection, 
motion vector mapping, etc. Generating statistical data for 
processing video are derived from complex algorithms that 
consume a large amount of processing power of a video 
processing device. 
0004. The video processing devices in a video processing 
system often use the same, or substantially similar statistical 
data, for processing video; however, the video processing 
devices do not share the statistical data after the statistical 
data is generated. Therefore, each video processing device 
that uses the same statistical data or substantially similar 
statistical data generates the statistical data for use. Regen 
erating statistical data is a waste of precious computation 
resources. Moreover, each video processing device that 
generates and uses statistical data is substantially sophisti 
cated and therefore, relatively costly. 

SUMMARY 

0005 According to one embodiment, a method for pro 
cessing a video stream includes receiving first and second 
copies of the video stream by first and second video pro 
cessing devices, respectively, and processing the first and the 
second copies of the video stream to generate first and 
second statistical data for the video stream by the first and 
the second video processing devices, respectively. The 
method transmits in first and second transmissions the first 
and the second copies of the video stream with the first and 
the second statistical data respectively from the first and the 
second video processing device to a third video processing 
device, and reads the first and the second statistical data 
from the first and the second transmissions by the third video 
processing device. The method then combines the first and 
the second statistical data with one copy of the video stream 
by the third video processing device, and transmits the one 
copy of the video stream with the first and the second 
statistical data. 
0006. According to another embodiment, a method for 
processing a video stream includes receiving the video 
stream by a first video processing device, and generating 
first statistical data for the video stream by the first video 
processing device. The method includes transmitting in a 
first transmission the video stream with the first statistical 
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data to a second video processing device from the first video 
processing device, and generating second statistical data for 
the video stream by the second video processing device. The 
method further includes combining the first and the second 
statistical data for the video stream by the second video 
processing device, and transmitting in a second transmission 
the video stream with the first and the second statistical data 
combined from the second video processing device. 
0007 According to another embodiment, method for 
processing a video stream includes receiving the video 
stream at a first video processing device, wherein the video 
stream includes first statistical data for the video stream, and 
generating second statistical data for the video stream by the 
first video processing device. The method further includes 
combining the first and the second statistical data for the 
Video stream by the first video processing device, and 
transmitting in a transmission the video stream with the first 
and the second statistical data to a second video processing 
device from the first video processing device. 
0008 According to another embodiment, a video pro 
cessing device for synchronously processing a video stream 
includes a command-data embedder for: receiving the video 
stream, wherein the video stream includes first statistical 
data for the video stream, combining the first statistical data 
with second statistical data for the video stream, and trans 
mitting in a transmission the video stream with the first and 
the second statistical data from the video processing device. 
The video processing device further includes a statistical 
data generator for generating the Second Statistical data for 
the video stream. 
0009. The following detailed description and accompa 
nying drawings provide a more detailed understanding of the 
nature and advantages of the present invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0010 FIG. 1 depicts a video processing system according 
to one embodiment. 
0011 FIG. 2 depicts a video processing system according 
to one embodiment. 
0012 FIG.3 depicts a high-level flow diagram of a video 
processing method according to one embodiment. 
0013 FIG. 4 depicts a high-level flow diagram of a video 
processing method according to another embodiment. 
0014 FIG. 5 depicts a high-level flow diagram of a video 
processing method according to another embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

00.15 Described herein are techniques sharing statistical 
data among video processing devices that compose a video 
processing system. In the following description, for pur 
poses of explanation, numerous examples and specific 
details are set forth in order to provide a thorough under 
standing of particular embodiments. Particular embodiments 
as defined by the claims may include some or all of the 
features in these examples alone or in combination with 
other features described below, and may further include 
modifications and equivalents of the features and concepts 
described herein. 
0016 FIG. 1 depicts a video processing system 100 
according to one embodiment. Video processing system 100 
process a set of video streams 125 of a video for consump 
tion of the video streams by a set of media devices 127. The 
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set of video streams may be for the same video, such as a 
movie, a television show, or the like. 
0017 Video processing system 100 may be at a headend 
or at an intermediate node in a network between a headend 
and the set of media devices 127, which consume the set of 
Video streams 125 processed by the video processing sys 
tem. An intermediate node that includes video processing 
system 100 may be in the “last mile' of video distribution to 
the set of media devices 127. Video processing system 100 
may alternatively be a distributed system where various 
portions of the video processing system reside at a headend, 
other portions reside at intermediate nodes, and/or still other 
portions reside in the set of media devices 127. The headend 
and intermediate nodes are sometimes referred to as the 
“cloud.’ 
0018. According to one embodiment, video processing 
system 100 includes a set of video processing devices 105 
that process the set of video streams 125 where the video 
streams are in different formats. A set as referred to herein 
may include one or more elements. The different formats of 
video streams 125 may have different resolutions, bit rates, 
etc. Video processing devices 105 may be circuit devices, 
Such as integrated circuits. 
0019. According to one embodiment, the set of video 
processing devices 105 includes a set of active video pro 
cessing devices 110 and a set of passive video processing 
devices 115. Video processing devices may be different 
computing devices or be part of the same computing device. 
As shown in FIG. 1, the set of active video processing 
devices 110 are upstream from the set of passive video 
processing device 115. That is, active video processing 
devices 110 process video streams 125 before passive video 
processing device 115. Additionally, active video processing 
devices 110 may be separate from passive video processing 
device 115 in a cloud-based architecture. As further shown 
in FIG. 1, active video processing devices in the set of active 
Video processing devices 110 are in parallel and may parallel 
process the set of video streams 125. 
0020 FIG. 2 depicts another embodiment of video pro 
cessing system 100 where active video processing devices 
110 are serially disposed with respect to one another and 
may serially process the set of video streams 125. Similar to 
the embodiment of video processing system 100 shown in 
FIG. 1, the embodiment of video processing system 100 
shown in FIG. 2 includes the set of active video processing 
devices 110 being upstream from the set of passive video 
processing device 115. While FIGS. 1 and 2 show the set of 
active video processing devices 110 upstream from the set of 
passive video processing device 115, the active video pro 
cessing devices and the passive video processing devices 
may be alternatively disposed according to alternative 
embodiments. For example, active video processing devices 
110 may be up stream and/or downstream from passive 
video processing devices 115. Further, passive video pro 
cessing devices 115 may be disposed in parallel and/or in 
series. Each video processing device 105 that is upstream 
from another video processing device 105 may transmit the 
set of video streams 125 to the another video processing 
device 105 subsequent to processing the set of video streams 
125. 

0021. The set of active video processing devices 110 and 
the set of passive video processing devices 115 may include 
preprocessors, encoders, transcoders, the set of media device 
127, etc. According to one embodiment, each active video 
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processing device 110 includes a statistical data generator 
116 that analyzes video and generates statistical data 130 for 
at least one of video streams 125 that is received by the 
active video processing device. Statistical data generator 116 
may generate statistical data as a video stream is analyzed. 
Statistical data 130 generated for video processing may 
include: picture activity data, picture complexity data, Scene 
change detection data, fade detection data, logo location 
data, face detection data, face location data, motion vector 
maps, repeat picture detection data, targeted bitrate data for 
a video stream on a codec basis, key frame identification 
data for splicing, etc. 
0022. According to another embodiment, one or more 
video processing devices 105 may receive and use statistical 
data 130 generated by one or more of active video process 
ing devices 110. That is, active video processing devices 110 
may share statistical data 130 that the active video process 
ing devices receive, and/or generate, with other video pro 
cessing device 105. Passive video processing devices 115 
may generate statistical data 130 for use in processing video, 
but the passive video processing device may not share the 
statistical data that the passive video processing devices 
generate with other video processing devices 105 according 
to one embodiment. However, passive video processing 
devices 115 may share statistical data 130 that is received 
and that is generated by active video processing devices 110 
with other video processing devices 105. Video processing 
devices 105 that generate statistical data 130 may be 
upstream from other video processing devices 105 that 
receive the statistical data from the video processing devices 
105 that are upstream. Therefore, video processing devices 
105 that are downstream and receive statistical data 130 
from video processing devices 105 that are upstream do not 
need to regenerate statistical data 130 received. Because 
video processing devices 105 that are downstream do not 
need to regenerate statistical data 130 received, video pro 
cessing devices 105 that are downstream may be relatively 
less Sophisticated than the video processing devices that are 
upstream and may be relatively low cost. 
0023. Each active video processing device 110 is config 
ured to transmit (i.e., share) statistical data 130 that the 
active video processing device generates to one or more 
video processing devices 105 downstream from the active 
video processing device. Statistical data 130 may be trans 
mitted in-band in the set of video stream 125 or out of band 
with respect to the set of video streams 125. Statistical data 
130 transmitted in-band may be in in-band portions of video 
streams 125 where each video frame is adjacent to an 
in-band portion. Statistical data 130 may be transmitted out 
of band in a video elementary stream under a user private 
data portion of the set of video streams 125. Video elemen 
tary streams and user private data are portions of a video 
stream specified by various MPEG standards, such as the 
MPEG2 standard. Statistical data 130 may also be transmit 
ted out of band in packet identifiers (PID) of network 
packets, such as TCP/IP packets. Statistical data 130 may be 
transmitted in adaption fields (AFS) in the transport packet 
layer of a network, Such as the Internet, an intranet, or the 
like. While the foregoing describe locations in which sta 
tistical data 130 may be transmitted from one video pro 
cessing device 105 downstream to another video processing 
device 105, statistical data 130 may be transmitted between 
video processing devices 105 by a variety of other schema. 
Statistical data 130 in in-band portions of video or out of 
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band may be arranged in headers, payloads, etc. where 
header information in a header may identify statistical data 
130 as statistical data (as compared to other types of data). 
0024. Each video processing device 105 may receive 
statistical data 130 with the set of video streams 125. For 
example, FIG. 2 shows the set of active video processing 
devices 110 receives statistical data 130 with the set of video 
streams 125 that the set of active video processing device 
110 receives. FIG. 2 further shows the set of passive video 
processing devices 115 also receives statistical data 130 with 
the set of video streams 125 that the set of passive video 
processing devices 115 receives. 
0025. According to one embodiment, each active video 
processing device 110 may: i) remove statistical data 130 
from the set of video streams 125 received by active video 
processing device 110, ii) modify statistical data 130 in the 
set of video stream 125 received by active video processing 
device 110, iii) add new statistical data 130 to already 
existing statistical data 130 in the set of video streams 125 
received by active video processing device 110, iv) leave the 
statistical data unchanged in the set of video streams 125, 
and/or V) use the statistical data for video processing. 
Statistical data 130 received by the set of active video 
processing device 110 that is: modified, added to, or 
unchanged, may be transmitted from the set of active video 
processing device 110 downstream to other video processing 
devices 105 where the other video processing devices 105 
may use statistical data 130 for video processing or may 
further transmit statistical data 130 downstream. 

0026. According to another embodiment, each passive 
video processing device 115 may: i) use statistical data 130 
received by the passive video processing device for process 
ing the set of video streams 125, ii) transmit downstream 
statistical data 130, and/or iii) may combine two or more sets 
of statistical data 130 received from two or more other video 
processing devices 105 into one set of statistical data 130 
and pass downstream the one set of statistical data with the 
set of video streams 125. For example, FIG. 2 shows one 
passive video processing device 115 receiving two different 
set of statistical data 130 from two different active video 
processing devices 110, and combining the two different sets 
of statistical data 130 into one set of statistical data 130 that 
is transmitted downstream from passive video processing 
device 115. The two sets of statistical data 130 are 
unchanged other than being combined into one set of 
statistical data 130. 

0027. According to one embodiment, each video process 
ing device 105 includes a command-data embedder 112. 
Each command-data embedder 112 may insert statistical 
data 130 into in-band portions of the set of video streams 
125 or out of band with respect to the set of video streams 
125. Each command-data embedder 112 may also read 
statistical data 130 from the in-band portions of the set of 
video steams 125 or from out of band. 

0028. Each command-data embedders 112 may recognize 
statistical data 130 in in-band portions of the set of video 
streams 125 and out of band via headers, via specific bit 
locations of the statistical data, etc. Command-data embed 
ders 112 may have prior knowledge of the specific bit 
locations of where statistical data 130 may be in-band and 
out of band and analyze the specific bits locations to 
determine whether statistical data 130 is at the specific bit 
locations. 
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0029. Each command-data embedder 112 may transmit 
downstream statistical data 130 received by the command 
data embedder in each video stream 125. That is, any 
statistical data 130 that is modified, added to, or left 
unchanged by a given video processing device 105 may be 
transmitted downstream by the given video processing 
device. Statistical data 130 transmitted downstream by a 
command-data embedder 112 may be used by Subsequent 
video processing devices 105 for video processing. For 
example, a selected passive video processing device 115 
may receive the set of video streams 125 where one or more 
of the video streams includes statistical data 130. The 
command-data embedder 112 of the selected passive video 
processing device may read statistical data 130 from the 
in-band portions of the set of video streams 125 or from out 
of band, and use the statistical data for video processing. 
Thereafter, the selected passive video processing device may 
transmit downstream the statistical data in the same manner 
received (i.e., in-band or out of band). 
0030 Each command data embedder 112 in passive video 
processing devices 115 may combine two or more sets of 
statistical data 130 into a single set of statistical data 130 as 
described above. Video processing devices that do not 
include command-data embedders 112 described herein may 
not recognize statistical data 130 in in-band portions of the 
set of video streams 125 or out of band, and might not 
transmit the statistical data downstream. Therefore, video 
processing devices that lack command-data embedders may 
not allow downstream video processing devices to use the 
statistical data 130 because the statistical data is removed 
from the in-band portions of the set of video streams 125 and 
from out of band. 
0031. According to one embodiment, each command 
data embedder 112 includes a video-information analyzer 
113 that analyzes statistical data 130 read by the command 
data embedder. Each video-information analyzer 113 may 
determine whether received statistical data 130 (or a portion 
of statistical data 130) is to be used by a selected video 
processing device 105 that includes the video-information 
analyzer that read the statistical data. If a selected video 
information analyzer 113 determines that received statistical 
data 130 (or a portion of statistical data 130) is supposed to 
be used by a selected video processing device 105 that 
includes the selected video-information analyzer, the 
selected video-information analyzer may route statistical 
data 130 (or a portion of statistical data 130) to the appro 
priate devices of the selected video processing device for use 
to process video stream 125. 
0032 FIG.3 depicts a high-level flow diagram of a video 
processing method 300 according to one embodiment. The 
high-level flow diagram represents one example embodi 
ment and those of skill in the art will understand that various 
steps of the high-level flow diagram may be combined 
and/or added without deviating from the scope and the 
purview of the embodiment. 
0033. At 305, first and second copies of video stream 125 
are respectively received by first and second video process 
ing devices 105. 
0034. At 310, first and second statistical data 130 are 
generated for video streams 125 by first and second video 
processing devices 105, which respectively process the first 
and the second copies of video stream 125 to generate the 
first and the second statistical data. The first and second 
copies of video stream 125 may be raw video or compressed 
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video where the compressed video may include other sta 
tistical data 130. First and second video processing devices 
105 may be in parallel (as shown in FIG. 1) and may process 
the first and the second copies of video stream 125 in 
parallel. 
0035. At 315, first and second video processing devices 
105 transmit first and second transmission that respectively 
include first and second copies of video stream 125 and first 
and second statistical data 130. The first and second statis 
tical data 130 may be in in-band portions of the first and the 
second video streams, respectively. Alternatively, the first 
and the second statistical data 130 may be out of band with 
respect to the first and the second video streams, respec 
tively. The first and second transmission may be directed to 
a third video processing device 105. Third video processing 
device 105 may be a passive video processing device 115. 
0036. At 320, third video processing device 105 reads (or 
otherwise extracts) first and second statistical data 130 from 
the first and the second transmissions of the first and the 
second copies of the video stream. 
0037. At 325, third video processing device 105 com 
bines the first and the second statistical data 130. The 
combination of first and second statistical data 130 may be 
inserted into in-band portions of the one copy of the video 
stream, or may be out of band with respect to the one copy 
of the video stream. 

0038. At 330, third video processing device 105 transmits 
the one copy of the video stream with the first and the second 
statistical data to another video processing device 105, 
which may use the first and/or second statistical data to 
process the one copy of the video stream. Method 300 may 
be repeated iteratively as the first and the second copies of 
video stream 125 are received at 305 over a period of time. 
0039. The first and second video processing devices 105 
described immediately above with respect to method 300 
may be first and second active video processing devices 110. 
and may be at a headend or an intermediate node. The first 
and second active video processing devices 110 may be 
encoders configured to generate (i.e., encode) relatively 
computationally intensive statistical data (e.g., motion vec 
tor mapping data, logo detection data, etc.) for the first and 
the second copies of the video stream. By placing first and 
second active video processing devices 110 at a headend or 
an intermediate node to generate relatively computationally 
intensive statistical data, and by transmitting this statistical 
data downstream, numerous (e.g., tens, hundreds, thousands, 
etc.) downstream video processing devices 105 (e.g., includ 
ing the third video processing device described above) may 
advantageously use first and second statistical data 130 
without regenerating this statistical data. Because the 
numerous downstream video processing devices may not 
need to regenerate first and second statistical data 130, the 
numerous downstream video processing devices may be 
relatively less sophisticated than the first and the second 
active video processing devices 110 at the headend or 
intermediate node and may be relatively less expensive than 
the first and the second active video processing devices at 
the headend or intermediate node. 

0040 FIG. 4 depicts a high-level flow diagram of a video 
processing method 400 according to another embodiment. 
The high-level flow diagram represents one example 
embodiment and those of skill in the art will understand that 
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various steps of the high-level flow diagram may be com 
bined and/or added without deviating from the scope and the 
purview of the embodiment. 
0041 At 405, a first video processing device 105 receives 
a video stream included in the set of video stream 125. First 
video processing device 105 may be an active video pro 
cessing device included in the set of active video processing 
device 110. 

0042. At 410, first video processing device 105 generates 
first statistical data 130 for the video stream. 

0043. At 415, first video processing device 105 transmits 
the video stream in a first transmission with first statistical 
data 130 to a second video processing device 105. First 
statistical data 130 may be in band or out of band with 
respect to the video stream. The first and second video 
processing devices may be serially configured for serially 
processing the video stream as shown in FIG. 2. 
0044. At 420, second video processing device 105 gen 
erates second statistical data 130 for the video stream. 
Second video processing device 105 may be an active video 
processing device included in the set of active video pro 
cessing device 110, and may use the first statistical data 130 
to generate the second statistical data 130. 
0045. At 425, second video processing device 105 com 
bines the first and the second statistical data 130 for com 
bined transmission with the video stream from the second 
Video processing device. 
0046. At 430, second video processing device 105 trans 
mits the video stream in a second transmission with the first 
and the second statistical data combined. First statistical data 
130 may be in band or out of band with respect to the video 
stream. Video processing devices 105 that are downstream 
from second video processing device 105 may be relatively 
simple devices and advantageously use the first and the 
second statistical data 130 generated upstream for process 
ing the video stream. According to one embodiment, second 
video processing device at 420 may modify the first statis 
tical data 130 using, for example, the second statistical data 
130. Modified first statistical data 130 may be combined 
with second statistical data 130 for transmission from the 
second video processing device. According to another 
embodiment, second video processing device at 420 may 
remove a portion of first statistical data 130 using, for 
example, the second statistical data 130. The remaining 
portion of first statistical data 130 may be combined with 
second statistical data 130 for transmission from the second 
Video processing device. First and/or second video process 
ing devices 105 may be at a headend or an intermediate 
node. 

0047 FIG. 5 depicts a high-level flow diagram 500 of a 
Video processing method according to another embodiment. 
The high-level flow diagram represents one example 
embodiment and those of skill in the art will understand that 
various steps of the high-level flow diagram may be com 
bined and/or added without deviating from the scope and the 
purview of the embodiment. 
0048. At 505, a selected video processing device 
included in the set of video processing device 105 receives 
a video stream included in the set of video streams 125. The 
video stream may include first statistical data 130 (e.g., 
motion vector mapping data) for the video stream where the 
first statistical data is generated upstream from the selected 
Video processing device. The selected video processing 
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device may be an active video processing device included in 
the set of active video processing devices 110. 
0049. At 510, the selected video processing device gen 
erates second statistical data (e.g., logo detection data) for 
the video stream. 
0050. At 515, the selected video processing device com 
bines the first and the second statistical data for Subsequent 
transmission with the video stream (e.g., either in band or 
out of band). 
0051. At 520, the selected video processing devices 
transmits a transmission that includes the first statistical 
data, the second statistical data, and the video stream where 
the first and the second statistical data are combined as 
described at 515. 
0052. As used in the description herein and throughout 
the claims that follow, “a”, “an', and “the includes plural 
references unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. 
Also, as used in the description herein and throughout the 
claims that follow, the meaning of “in” includes “in” and 
“on” unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. 
0053. The above description illustrates various embodi 
ments of the present invention along with examples of how 
aspects of the present invention may be implemented. The 
above examples and embodiments should not be deemed to 
be the only embodiments, and are presented to illustrate the 
flexibility and advantages of the present invention as defined 
by the following claims. Based on the above disclosure and 
the following claims, other arrangements, embodiments, 
implementations, and equivalents may be employed without 
departing from the scope of the invention as defined by the 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for processing a video stream, comprising: 
receiving, at a first video processing device, a video 

stream, wherein the video stream includes first statis 
tical data for the video stream that was generated by a 
second video processing device; 

in response to receiving the video stream, generating, by 
the first video processing device, second statistical data 
for the video stream; 

combining, by the first video processing device, the first 
statistical data and the second statistical data with a 
copy of the video stream to produce a second video 
stream; and 

transmitting, from the first video processing device to a 
third video processing device, the second video stream. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the first 
statistical data and the second statistical data include infor 
mation indicating content detected in the video stream. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising processing 
the video stream using the first statistical data, wherein the 
first statistical data includes motion vector data. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising reading the 
first statistical data from an in-band portion of the video 
Stream. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein combining the first 
statistical data and the second statistical data with the copy 
of the video stream comprises inserting the first statistical 
data and the second statistical data into an in-band portion of 
the copy of the video stream. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising removing a 
portion of the first statistical data using the second statistical 
data, wherein combining the first statistical data and the 
second statistical data with the copy of the video stream 
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comprises combining a remaining portion of the first statis 
tical data and the second statistical data with the copy of the 
Video stream. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the second 
statistical data comprises analyzing the video stream using 
the first statistical data. 

8. A system for processing a video stream, the system 
comprising: 

a hardware processor configured to: 
receive, at a first video processing device, a video 

stream, wherein the video stream includes first sta 
tistical data for the video stream that was generated 
by a second video processing device; 

in response to receiving the video stream, generate, by 
the first video processing device, second statistical 
data for the video stream; 

combine, by the first video processing device, the first 
statistical data and the second statistical data with a 
copy of the video stream to produce a second video 
stream; and 

transmit, from the first video processing device to a 
third video processing device, the second video 
Stream. 

9. The system of claim 8, wherein at least one of the first 
statistical data and the second statistical data include infor 
mation indicating content detected in the video stream. 

10. The system of claim 8, wherein the hardware proces 
sor is further configured to process the video stream using 
the first statistical data, wherein the first statistical data 
includes motion vector data. 

11. The system of claim 8, wherein the hardware proces 
sor is further configured to read the first statistical data from 
an in-band portion of the video stream. 

12. The system of claim 8, wherein the hardware proces 
sor is further configured to insert the first statistical data and 
the second statistical data into an in-band portion of the copy 
of the video stream. 

13. The system of claim 8, wherein the hardware proces 
sor is further configured to: 
remove a portion of the first statistical data using the 

second statistical data; and 
combine a remaining portion of the first statistical data 

and the second statistical data with the copy of the 
video stream. 

14. The system of claim 8, wherein the hardware proces 
sor is further configured to analyze the video stream using 
the first statistical data. 

15. A non-transitory computer-readable medium contain 
ing computer executable instructions that, when executed by 
a processor, cause the processor to perform a method for 
processing a video stream, the method comprising: 

receiving, at a first video processing device, a video 
stream, wherein the video stream includes first statis 
tical data for the video stream that was generated by a 
second video processing device; 

in response to receiving the video stream, generating, by 
the first video processing device, second statistical data 
for the video stream; 

combining, by the first video processing device, the first 
statistical data and the second statistical data with a 
copy of the video stream to produce a second video 
stream; and 

transmitting, from the first video processing device to a 
third video processing device, the second video stream. 
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16. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 15, wherein at least one of the first statistical data and 
the second statistical data include information indicating 
content detected in the video stream. 

17. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 15, wherein the method further comprises processing 
the video stream using the first statistical data, wherein the 
first statistical data includes motion vector data. 

18. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 15, wherein the method further comprises reading the 
first statistical data from an in-band portion of the video 
Stream. 

19. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 15, wherein combining the first statistical data and the 
second statistical data with the copy of the video stream 
comprises inserting the first statistical data and the second 
statistical data into an in-band portion of the copy of the 
Video stream. 

20. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 15, wherein the method further comprises removing a 
portion of the first statistical data using the second statistical 
data, wherein combining the first statistical data and the 
second statistical data with the copy of the video stream 
comprises combining a remaining portion of the first statis 
tical data and the second statistical data with the copy of the 
Video stream. 

21. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 15, wherein generating the second statistical data 
comprises analyzing the video stream using the first statis 
tical data. 
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